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Preface 

 
Preface 
 

AUTODYN Tutorial Manuals 
 
AUTODYN tutorial manuals provide detailed tuition on particular features available in the program. 
The manuals assume that you proficient in setting up, reviewing, executing, and post processing 
data for simple problems such as the one presented in the AUTODYN demonstration manual. If you 
have worked through the problem in the demonstration manual, you should have no problem 
following the tutorials. 
Most tutorials are interactive and you are expected to have access to AUTODYN while working 
through the tutorial. Some tutorials have associated files that contain sample calculations used in 
the tutorial. 
Existing manuals are continuously updated and new manuals are created as the need arises, so 
you should contact Century Dynamics if you cannot find the information that you need. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
The purpose of this document is to serve as a reference and guide for users of the SPH processors 
implemented in the AUTODYN-2D & 3D software. The following topics are covered: 
 

An introduction to the basic concepts of the Standard SPH processor technique 

An overview of the implementation of SPH in AUTODYN-2D and 3D 

Detailed guidance on SPH subgrid generation and interaction with other processors 

A description of the current status of SPH technology with particular reference to known 
problems and limitations 

An example AUTODYN-2D SPH problem setup and execution 

An example AUTODYN-3D SPH problem setup and execution 

 
SPH is a gridless (also sometimes termed “mesh free” or “meshless”) technique for solving 
computational continuum dynamics problems and has several potential advantages over the grid 
based Lagrange and Euler processors: 
 

SPH does not require a numerical grid 

No grid tangling problems as in the Lagrange processor 

No need for erosion to obtain efficient solutions 

SPH is a Lagrangian technique 

Allows efficient tracking of material deformation and history dependent behavior 

Efficient compared with Eulerian techniques since only need to model regions 
where material exists, not where material will flow 

Specific complex constitutive models can be included with relative ease 
compared with Eulerian techniques 

 
The basic concepts of the SPH processor are described in Chapter 2. 
 
Because of the lack of a numerical grid in the SPH processor, special consideration is required 
when setting up the initial particle sizes and positions. To meet these requirements, a unique pre-
processor has been developed and implemented into the AUTODYN-2D and 3D SPH software. The 
basic features of the pre-processors, and guidance on their usage, are presented in Chapter 3 of 
this manual. 
 
An important capability of the developed SPH software is it’s ability to interact with surfaces and 
particles of other Lagrangian processors (Lagrange, ALE, Shell). Instructions on the use of such 
impact/slidelines are given in Chapter 4 of this manual. 
 



1. Introduction 

 
SPH is a relatively new numerical technique compared with hydrocode grid based Lagrangian and 
Eulerian techniques. Because of this, a number of options have been made available to the user 
that may improve the accuracy and robustness of the software for certain types of problems. Details 
of the available options and their use are given in Chapter 5 of this manual. 
 
The execution and post processing of SPH analyses is conducted in the same way as for other 
processors available in AUTODYN-2D & 3D. The Post-processing features available for the SPH 
processor are described in Chapter 6 of this manual. 
 
Chapter 7 discusses the SPH User Variables and organization of the Save files. Chapter 8 presents 
known problems and limitations of SPH. Finally, in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 of this manual, the 
basic steps involved in the setup, execution and post-processing of typical 2D and 3D SPH 
calculations are described through a example applications. 
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Chapter 2. SPH - Basic Concepts 

1. Motivation 
 
SPH is a Lagrangian technique having the potential to be both efficient and accurate at modeling 
material deformation and flexible in terms of the inclusion of specific material models.  In addition, 
SPH is a gridless technique so it does not suffer from the normal problem of grid tangling in large 
deformation problems.  Presently many large deformation problems are calculated using Eulerian 
techniques which do not suffer from grid tangling but have some limitations in terms of modeling 
material interfaces, the inclusion of specific material models, and high computational expense. 
 
The main potential advantages of the SPH technique are: 

It does not require a numerical grid 

No grid tangling problems as in standard grid based Lagrangian techniques 

No need to use unphysical erosion techniques to obtain efficient solutions 

It is Lagrangian 

Efficient tracking of material deformation and history dependent behavior 

Efficient compared with Eulerian techniques since one only needs to model 
regions where material exists, not where material will flow 

Specific complex constitutive models can be included with relative ease 
compared with Eulerian techniques 

However, SPH technology is relatively new compared with standard hydrocode grid based 
Lagrangian and Eulerian techniques. SPH technology and associated meshless/meshfree methods 
are very active areas of research and issues such as stability, consistency and conservation are 
being worked on and debated intensively in the field of computational continuum dynamics. 
 
Despite the known problems of SPH, further details of which are given in Chapter 8 of this 
document, very encouraging results have been obtained for a variety of applications using the SPH 
technique implemented in AUTODYN ([2], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]). 
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2. SPH Method 
 
The name SPH includes the term “Particle”. Although this is appropriate for describing the 
Lagrangian motion of mass points in SPH, it is misleading because the “Particles” are really 
interpolation points. This is best demonstrated through a simple example: 
 
Consider a rod of steel that is represented by a series of SPH particles, as illustrated in Figure 2- 1. 

 

 Figure 2- 1 Kernel Density Example 
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The density at particle I can be calculated using an expression such as 

(ρI J IJ

J

N
I Jm W x x h= −

=
∑

1
,       (1) 

where 
mJ  is the mass of particle J 
WIJ  is a weighting function (Kernel B-spline) 
x  is the position of the center of a particle 
h  is known as the smoothing length or particle size 
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Therefore, to calculate the value of a function at particle I, in this case density, we sum the value of 
the function at all neighboring particles (interpolation points J1, J2, I, J3, J4) multiplied by a 
weighting function (the Kernel function).  
 
Hence, the SPH particles are not simply interacting mass points but they are interpolation points 
from which values of functions, and their derivatives, can be estimated at discrete points in the 
continuum. In SPH, the discrete points at which all quantities are evaluated are placed at the center 
of the SPH particles. 
 
For comparison, in the grid based Lagrange processor, the interpolation (sampling) points are 
defined at the corner nodes while the discrete points at which functions are evaluated are placed at 
the cell center (for density, strain rate, pressure, energy, stress) or the cell nodes (for displacement, 
velocity, force). 
 

3. Computational Cycle 
 
In SPH, the basic steps used in each calculation cycle, as implemented in AUTODYN-2D & 3D, are 
shown in Figure 2-2.  The calculation cycle is similar to that for a Lagrange zone, except for steps 
where a Kernel approximation is used.   

Particle Position

Density, Strain Rates

Pressure, Internal  Energy

Deviatoric Stresses

Particle forces

External Forces
(Interaction)

Particle accelerations

Particle Velocities

Kernel Approximation

Conservation of Energy
Equation of State

Constitutive Relations

Conservation of momentumForce/mass

Integrate

Integrate

Initial Conditions

Continuity Equation

Kernel Approximation

Sort Particles

Update smoothing length

Update smoothing length

 

 Figure 2-2  Computational Cycle for Standard SPH 
 
Kernel approximations are used to compute forces from spatial derivatives of stress and spatial 
derivatives of velocity are required to compute strain rates.  In addition SPH requires a sort of the 
particles at least once every cycle in order to locate current neighboring particles. 
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Chapter 3. SPH Subgrid Generation 
 
SPH is a gridless numerical technique and, as such, has special requirements in terms of the initial 
particle packing; 
 

Each SPH particle should be placed close to one smoothing length, h, from it’s nearest 
neighbor(s) 

The initial arrangement of the particles should be regular and chosen so as to give the 
best possible representation of the shape of the object being modeled 

In order to meet these requirements, a unique SPH pre-processor has been developed and 
implemented to provide an efficient and reliable method for generating SPH particles in both two 
and three dimensions. The basic methodology is given in Figure 3-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 3-1 
SPH Pre-processor, Basic Methodology 
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Hence, when the SPH processor option is chosen from the Subgrid menu the following Subgrid 
generation options are available. 
 

 
Note that all regions of a problem which you intend to model using SPH should be defined within a 
single Subgrid. Further, when selecting the SPH processor, you are not required to specify an I-, J- 
(and K-) range for the subgrid. SPH Subgrids can contain as many particles as required, up to the 
node limit of the version of AUTODYN-2D or 3D that you are using. The maximum number of SPH 
particles available will also depend on the size and number of other processor subgrids which have 
been defined in the model. 
 
Detailed instructions and guidance on the generation of an SPH subgrid are now presented. 
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1. Outline Geometry Definition 
On selecting the Geometry option from the Subgrid menu the following options are available: 
 

 
Object: create new or modify existing geometrical objects to represent the outline 

geometry of each SPH region 
Transform: translate and/or rotate selected objects 
Copy: copy and translate an existing object to a new object 
Delete: delete selected objects 
View: view all objects in the subgrid 

 
Each object is first assigned a name and plot color for the purposes of identification.  
Different options are available for AUTODYN-2D and AUTODYN-3D: 
 

§1 AUTODYN-2D 
 
In AUTODYN-2D, the geometric form of each object is defined by a polygon consisting of a number 
of points (up to a total of 28) joined by straight lines. The polygon points must be defined in 
sequential order going clockwise or counterclockwise around the object perimeter (Figure 3-2). 
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 Figure 3-2 Object Polygon Connectivity 
 
Individual geometrical objects can then be defined using combinations of the options below. 
 

 
The use of the menu items shown above to generate geometrical objects is now discussed in detail: 
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Object: Select a new/existing object to create/modify 
 
XYPoint: define/modify/delete a polygon point using keyboard input 
  
 Arbitrary object shapes can be generated or modified point-by-point using the sub-

menu: 
 

New : add a new polygon point after the last existing point in 
the object 

Modify: : select an existing point and modify it’s co-ordinates 
Add.Aft : insert a new polygon point after an existing point which 

is not the last point in the polygon definition 
Delete : select a polygon point to delete 
Examine : select a point to examine it’s co-ordinates 
Zoom   
Pan   
Reset   

 
Each polygon point, and the line joining sequential points, is plotted as each point is 
created. 
 

A maximum of 28 points (29 lines) are allowed per object 

Polygon points should be generated in sequential order around the perimeter of 
the object (Figure 3-2) 

Objects generated as predefs can be modified through the use of the XYPoint 
and LocPoint menu options 

 
LocPoint: define/modify/delete a polygon point using the locator 
 

This item gives you access to all the options described above for XYPoint. However, in 
this case, the position of all new points is defined by picking a location interactively on 
the screen. 

 
Arc: define an arc of arbitrary radius and angle 
 
 This option generates an arc consisting of 10 polygon points connected by 9 straight 

lines. The required input is described in Figure 3-1. 
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♦ Arc origin (x,y)
♦ Arc radius
♦ Arc start angle (-180 to 180)
♦ Arc angle (-90 to 90)

Start Angle

Arc Angle

00

Origin ( x, y)

1

13

 
 Figure 3-3 Arc Predef 

 
 The first polygon point generated in the arc predef is created at the start angle. If the arc 

predef is being used on an object that already contains polygon points, it is important 
that the start angle is chosen so that the desired connectivity around the polygon is 
maintained. Counter-clockwise connectivity around the arc results if a positive arc angle 
is specified while clockwise connectivity around the arc is achieved by specifying a 
negative arc angle. 

 
Box: define a rectangular box 
 
 This option generates a rectangular box as a single new object. The required input data 

is: 
Xmin and Xmax ♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

Ymin and Ymax 

 This option is only available when no other polygon points exist in the current object. 
 
Circle: define a solid or hollow circle 
 

This option generates a solid or hollow circle object(s). The required input data is: 
Circle center (0,0) 

Circle outer radius 

Circle inner radius (hollow circle only) 

Circle angle (00 to 3600) 

The circle predef is setup to generate one object per quadrant. For example, a hollow circle of angle 
3000 would result in three objects of angle 900 in the first three quadrants and a fourth object of 
angle 300 in the fourth quadrant as shown below in Figure 3-4 Definition of Circle Predef . 

 
This option is only available when no other polygon points exist in the current object. 
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 Figure 3-4 Definition of Circle Predef 

§2 AUTODYN-3D 
 
The current AUTODYN-3D SPH capability allows the user to define geometric objects through one 
of three types of predef currently implemented: 
 

Box 

Cylinder  - Whole, Half, Quarter 

Sphere  - Whole, Half, Quarter, Eighth 

Solid, Hollow 

 
More generalized geometry and packing options are planned as future developments. 
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Each of the AUTODYN-3D geometrical predefs has a physical size, location and orientation. The 
physical location and size of each object is specified in terms of the object origin and dimensions. 
The orientation of the object is specified by defining the direction of each object’s principal axis and 
a rotation about this principal axis as depicted in Figure 3-1. 

Z

 z

X
Y

Object 11 - Direction Vector
[ in this case (0,0,1) ]

Object 11 Rotation, 20o

Object Origin, (0,0,1)

Size, dxSize, dy

Size, dz

x

y

 
 Figure 3-1 Example 3D Object Size and Orientation Input 
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♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

Once created, each predef can be modified as necessary before it has been packed (filled with 
particles). Once packed objects can be translated or rotated but cannot be modified. Further details 
are now described for each predef type: 
 
Box: define a rectangular box 
 
 This option generates a rectangular box object. The required input data is: 
 

Xmin and Xmax 

Ymin and Ymax 

Zmin and Zmax 

Xmin, Ymin, Zmin define the co-ordinates of the origin of the box which is located at the 
lower most corner in the local x,y,z space. Xmax, Ymax, Zmax define the size of the box 
assuming its edges are aligned with the global x,y,z axes. The orientation of the box is 
defined through the next input set. The principal direction vector 11 is aligned with the 
local box z direction (Figure 3-1 Example 3D Object Size and Orientation Input). 
 

11 X-Coordinate 
(x-coordinate of point on object 11 direction vector) 

11 Y-Coordinate 
(y-coordinate of point on object 11 direction vector) 

11 Z-Coordinate 
(z-coordinate of point on object 11 direction vector) 

Rotation about 11 
(angle in degrees, 180 ≥ angle ≥ -180) 
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♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

 
The orientation of the above box object is indicated through the vector (which is the 
current 11 vector for the object starting from the object local co-ordinate origin). The 
input for this example is also shown. 

 
Cylinder: define solid or hollow cylinders (tapered if required) 
 
 This option generates a cylindrical object which can be solid or hollow and/or can 

contain a linear variation in the inner and/or outer radius along it’s length. In addition, the 
cylinder symmetry can be Full, Half or 1/4. The following input is required for the object 
size and position. 

 
Origin:  X-Coord 

Origin:  Y-Coord 

Origin:  Z-Coord 

Starting Outer Radius 

Ending Outer Radius 

Starting Inner Radius 

Ending Inner Radius 

Length 

Type: Full, Half, 1/4 
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  Note that a solid cylinder results if the Inner radii are set to zero. 
 
  The principal direction for a cylinder is defined along the axis of the cylinder from start 

radius to end radius. 
 
  The orientation of the principal direction is defined through the parameters 
 

11 X-Coordinate 
(x-coordinate of point on object 11 direction vector) 

11 Y-Coordinate 
(y-coordinate of point on object 11 direction vector) 

11 Z-Coordinate 
(z-coordinate of point on object 11 direction vector) 

Rotation about 11 
(angle in degrees, 180 ≥ angle ≥ -180) 

 
  Above is an example of a cylinder object with half symmetry, tapered outer wall and 

uniform inner wall. The principal direction is aligned with the global Z axis. 
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♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 
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♦ 

♦ 

Sphere: define a solid or hollow sphere 
 This option generates a spherical object which can be solid or hollow and can have Full, 

Half, 1/4 or 1/8 symmetry. The size and position input data are: 
Origin:  X-Coord 

Origin:  Y-Coord 

Origin:  Z-Coord 

Outer Radius 

Inner Radius 

Type: Full, Half, 1/4, 1/8 

  Note that a solid sphere results if a zero inner radius is specified. 
 The principal direction for a sphere is defined along the straight edge of a 1/4 sphere as 

shown below. The orientation of the principal direction is defined through the parameters 
11 X-Coordinate 

(x-coordinate of point on object 11 direction vector) 

11 Y-Coordinate 
(y-coordinate of point on object 11 direction vector) 

11 Z-Coordinate 
(z-coordinate of point on object 11 direction vector) 

Rotation about 11 
(angle in degrees, 180 ≥ angle ≥ -180) 
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2. Assigning Material Data and Initial Conditions 
 
Once the geometry is completely defined in terms of object primitives, material data and initial 
conditions are assigned to each object through the Fill menu 
 

 
Materials and initial conditions are defined in ‘”material sets”. This can be achieved through the 
Mat.Cond menu option or alternatively when packing the SPH particles: 
 
From the Mat.Cond. menu we have the option to: 
 

Add/Mod : define new or modify existing material sets 
Delete : delete selected material sets 
Review : review the material sets and associated data in the 

current model 
 
Each material set is identified by an appropriate name and contains the material and initial condition 
data shown below.  Material sets are saved with the model and thus initial input conditions can be 
redefined by simply modifying the material set data.  Repeated definition of initial condition sets 
during the packing process can thus be avoided. 
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The above example is of a material set for steel with an initial x-velocity of 100. 
 

3. Packing SPH Particles 
 
The packing of SPH particles is carried out automatically within a number of constraints specified by 
the user. 
 
The first step in the Pack option is to select which objects to operate on, in the current packing 
operation, and also to assign a material set to each object. 
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A second pop-up menu now appears: 
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Particle Size 

This value defines the initial smoothing length of the SPH particles to be 
generated. Since the smoothing length can also be interpreted as the effective 
diameter of each particle, this value also defines the number of particles that can 
be applied to each object.  

Packing type (2D only) 

This option defines how the SPH particles will be arranged inside the selected 
objects. There are three packing options currently available: 

Rectangular • 

• 

• 

Hexagonal 

Concentric 

 

CONCENTRIC 

HEXAGONAL RECTANGULAR 

 
 The packing type for each region of a problem can be chosen so as to obtain a better 

representation of the geometrical outline of the problem 
 
 In the 3D SPH software, the packing type is chosen automatically by the software for 

each object type. 
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Seed type (2D only) 

In order to obtain the optimum packing of the selected objects, a “seed point” 
must be defined. This provides a starting point for the automatic filling algorithms. 
For example, the location of an SPH particle at the tip of a penetrator may be 
more important than that at the rear end. In this option the method of choosing a 
seed point is selected. The following options are available: 

 
Co-ordinate : input the (x,y) co-ordinates of the seed point 
Point : select a polygon point 
Between Points : half way between two selected polygon points 
Center : at the center of the selected objects 

 

If the Co-ordinate option is chosen, the code subsequently prompts for the x and 
y co-ordinates. The default values in the resulting pop-up correspond to  

   (Xmin + h/2, Ymin + h/2) 
 
where Xmin and Ymin are the minimum x and y co-ordinates of the selected 
objects. 
 
Note that for the concentric packing option the seed point is defined as the center 
for the concentric rings of particles, not the actual location of a particle. 
 

After checking that the user considers the chosen seed point to be acceptable (2D only), the SPH 
nodes are automatically generated. The SPH particles are assigned the material and initial 
conditions associated with the object in which they lie, via the material sets. In this manner, different 
materials and initial conditions can be applied to different regions of the SPH subgrid in one Pack 
operation (provided the particle size, packing type (2D only), and seed location (2D only)) are 
appropriate for the selected regions.  Alternatively, individual pack operations can be chosen by 
using multiple pack selections. 
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4. Boundary Conditions 
 
Boundary conditions are applied to SPH regions via the Subgrid, Boundary menu which provides 
the options to 
 

Select : Apply a boundary condition to a region of SPH 
particles. The boundary condition is applied to all 

particles within an arbitrary polygon generated by the 
user interactively on selection of this option (as 

illustrated below) 
Clear : Delete all or selected boundary conditions applied to 

an SPH region 
View : View boundary conditions applied to an SPH region 
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The boundary conditions which are currently available for SPH regions are: 
 

Velocity Boundaries 

Fixed/User: • 

• 

This boundary condition can be applied to individual SPH particles. 

Note: Do not use the fixed velocity option to enforce zero velocities at boundaries of SPH 
regions. Use the limit boundary option instead 

 

Limit: 

This boundary condition introduces a symmetry condition (rigid wall) at a specified x or y 
plane. It is important that all SPH particles which are likely to be within two smoothing 
lengths of the symmetry plane, at any stage in the calculation, are assigned the limit 
boundary condition. 

Stress Boundaries 

Transmit • 

• 

Although transmit boundary conditions have been implemented for SPH, practical use of 
the option to date indicates a lack of robustness. This option has therefore been disabled 
for the time being. 

Stress 

 Stress boundary conditions are not currently available for SPH regions. 

5. Target Points 
 
Target points can be applied to SPH regions via the Subgrid, Edit, Targets menu. The options for 
setting up target points work in the same way as for other processors. 
 

6. Object Activation/Deactivation Times 
 
By default all objects, and particles filled in them, are active in the calculation from cycle zero. 
However, in certain problems, regions of SPH particles may not actually be important until later 
times or after earlier times in the simulation. To improve the efficiency of the simulation for such 
cases an activation/deactivation time can be specified for each geometrical object (Modify, Subgrid, 
Options, Active/Deactive).  
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Chapter 4. SPH Interaction with Lagrange/ALE/Shell 
 
The term ‘interaction’ is used here to mean that SPH particles which impact on Lagrange cell 
nodes/faces are repelled by means of forces normal to the impact surface.  These forces are 
defined by an interaction logic.  There is no material strength (tensile or shear) across the 
SPH/Lagrange surface interface. 
 
AUTODYN-2D & 3D have a state of the art contact logic in which interacting structures use a small 
“gap” to determine if subgrids are interacting.  The gap defines an interaction detection zone that 
exists around each interacting face or node.  Whenever a node enters this detection zone it is 
repelled by a force that is a function of the predicted penetration.  The logic applies to eroded 
Lagrange nodes as well as intact element faces/nodes. Refer to the Interaction tutorial manual for 
further details. 
 
For the interaction of SPH particles with Lagrange surfaces it has been possible to use the existing 
logic, outlined above. However, the following should be noted when activating the interaction logic: 
 

SPH/Lagrange interactions are defined, via the Modify, Interact, Lag/Lag menu, by 
specifying a non-zero gap as for standard Lagrange/Lagrange interactions 

The specified gap is not actually used for any SPH/Lagrange interactions. Instead, the 
interactions have been implemented such that the point of contact between a Lagrangian 
surface and an SPH particle is always at a radius of h/2, that is half the local SPH 
smoothing length. 

The specified gap must be an acceptable gap for the Lagrange Subgrids in the model 

Whether you are using internal or visible gaps, the SPH particles will interact at the same 
position 

For efficiency, the Interaction, Subgrids option can be used to select a limited region in x, 
y, z space in which SPH/Lagrange interactions will be checked 
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Chapter 5. SPH Options 
 
A number of options specifically related to the SPH processor may be defined/modified by the user. 
Default values for all options are pre-set when a new model is created. These values have been 
chosen based on practical usage of the code, and many problems should run with these values. 
However, it may be necessary to change the default values to improve the accuracy of solutions for 
certain types of applications. 
 
The SPH options can be modified via the Subgrid, Options menu that is present for SPH subgrids 
 

 

1. Standard User Options 
 
The following SPH options are available in AUTODYN-2D and 3D v3.1 Beta. 
 
Viscosity Coefficients 
A special form of artificial viscosity has been to spread shocks over a few particle diameters 
(smoothing lengths). This form of artificial viscosity includes a term which is a function of the local 
velocity field, a linear term, and one which is a function of the local velocity field squared. Each of 
these terms has a multiplying coefficient that can be adjusted depending on the type of problem 
being solved. 
Linear Viscosity: Recommended values range from 1.0 (default) to 2.5 
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 The lower value produces good results for low impact velocities. However, 
post shock oscillations may not be completely removed at higher impact 
velocities (>1000m/s). The larger value of 2.5 reduces post shock 
oscillations at higher velocities but can result in large diffusion of the shock 
front at lower velocities. 

 
Quadratic Viscosity: Recommended values range from 1.0 (default) to 2.5 
 
 The larger value of 2.5 can result in large diffusion of the shock front. Also 

higher values result in smaller stability timesteps and hence longer 
computation times. 

 
SPH Interfaces 
 

None : use the standard SPH algorithm for coupling 
between different materials modeled with SPH 
(default) 

Impact/Separation : use impact/separation between different 
material SPH regions 

 
During low velocity impact events when two separate bodies, both represented by SPH, come into 
contact excessive noise can result in particles near the interface. To help remove such problems, an 
Impact/Separation interface has been developed and implemented in AUTODYN-2D SPH. Selecting 
this option will activate the impact/separation interface for all SPH regions. 
 

Note that the impact separation interface does not allow sliding along the contact plane. This 
is an area of future research. 

 
Variable Smoothing 
The accuracy and robustness of the SPH processor depends on the quality (in particular the 
number) of the local neighboring particles, (Chapter 8). In expansive flow of material, the distance 
between SPH particles increases. If this distance exceeds twice the smoothing length of the 
particles, then the two particles will no longer interact. This loss of interaction may be unphysical 
and is commonly described as “numerical fracture”.  
 
In an attempt to reduce the problem of numerical fracture, an option to include a variable smoothing 
length has been included; as particles separate and their density decreases, their smoothing length 
increases so that interaction with neighboring particles is maintained. 
 

Constant : Smoothing length is constant with respect to time 
(default) 

Variable : Smoothing length can vary with time depending on the 
local changes in density 

 
Since changes in the smoothing length result from changes in density, the variable smoothing 
option works well for isotropic flows. However, in large number of continuum dynamics applications, 
anisotropic flow is observed. For example, in plastic flow of metals the volume (hence density) is 
almost constant whilst the deformations can grossly anisotropic. The current implementation of 
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variable smoothing does not work well in such situations and numerical fracture is often 
unavoidable. 
 
Density Calculation 
SPH is not yet a fully mature technology and, as such, there is no general consensus amongst 
researchers in the field as to which algorithms are the best to use in terms of accuracy and 
robustness.  Two alternative methods for calculating density have therefore been implemented in 
AUTODYN-2D SPH: 
 

Continuity : Calculate density using the continuity equation 
(default) 

Kernel sum : Calculate density using a corrected Kernel sum 
equation (2D only) 

 
Calculating the density using the continuity equation is the most common form found in the literature 
and works well for a wide range of applications.  However, under certain circumstances, 
inconsistencies in the SPH equations (Chapter 8) can result in negative densities and numerical 
problems. 
 
The corrected Kernel sum form of the density calculation is relatively new, and therefore not 
extensively validated.  The method should however overcome the numerical problems associated 
with the continuity equation. 
 
Because of problems experienced with the corrected Kernel sum for density in 2D SPH this option 
has not yet been implemented in 3D SPH. 
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2. Additional Developer Options 
 
Additional options are available for the SPH processor which have been termed “Developer 
Options”. These features are very much research items and, as such, may not be as robust as 
those given as standard user options. The developer options should therefore only be used by 
experienced users of SPH who have a good grounding in SPH technology and its limitations. No 
further details are therefore given here.  Contact Century Dynamics if you wish to use these 
options. 
 
If you are experiencing difficulties in solving a particular problem with SPH, or are not happy with the 
results obtained it is recommended that you contact Century Dynamics for the latest advice with 
regard to solving your problem. 
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3. Special Features 
 
Due to the current limitations of SPH technology (Chapter 8), the timestep of SPH simulations can 
often be controlled by a single/small number of particles which have unphysical velocities, densities 
or soundspeeds. Several options have been implemented to help the user to prevent such problems 
or to locate and delete such problem particles from the calculation: 
 
• Limit/Delete Switch: This changes the mode of operation when an SPH particle density reaches 

the specified maximum or minimum values. The “Limit” method (Default) caps the particle density 
to the specified value, particles are not removed from the calculation. The “Delete” method 
removes SPH particles when their density reaches the specified values. The “Limit” method is not 
available in initial 3.1 versions of the software. 

 
• Minimum Density: The minimum SPH particle density is specified in the Subgrid, Options, 

Cutoffs, “Minimum density” option. A positive entry defines a percentage of the reference density. 
A negative entry defines an absolute value of density. Using the “Limit” method above, the 
minimum SPH particle density will be limited to the specified value. Using the “Delete” method 
above, SPH particles with a density less than the specified value will be automatically removed 
from the calculation. In initial 3.1 versions of the software, the “Delete” method is used by 
specifying a Global, Options, Cutoffs, “Density Cutoff”. 

 
Typical values for this option would be 0.2 using the “Limit” method and 0.05 using the “Delete” 
method. 

 
• Maximum Density: The maximum SPH particle density is specified in the Subgrid, Options, 

Cutoffs, “Maximum density” option. A positive entry defines a percentage of the reference 
density. A negative entry defines an absolute value of density. Using the “Limit” method above, 
the maximum SPH particle density will be limited to the specified value. Using the “Delete” 
method above, SPH particles with a density greater than the specified value will be automatically 
removed from the calculation. In initial 3.1 versions of the software, the “Delete” method is used 
by specifying a Global, Options, Cutoffs, “Maximum Density”. 

 
Typical values for this option would be 3.0 using the “Limit” method and 5.0 using the “Delete” 
method. 

 
• Particle Deletion by Timestep: Automatic deletion of the SPH particle which is controlling the 

timestep. This option is activated by setting or using the Subgrid, Options, Cutoff, “Delete node 
with DT <” option. If the CFL timestep for an SPH node drops below the specified value, the 
controlling particle will be automatically deleted. In initial 3.1 versions of the software, this option 
is activated by setting the Global, Timestep, “Minimum Timestep” to a negative value. Note: 
This deletion option should be used with caution. 

 
A typical value for this option would be 0.1 to 0.01 of the Courant stability timestep. 

 
• Maximum Velocity Limit: The maximum velocity of SPH nodes is limited to the value specified 

in the Global, Options, Cutoffs, “Maximum velocity” option. 
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A typical value for this option would be 1.5 times the impact velocity. 
 
Experience at Century Dynamics indicates that all the special features described above should be 
used in combination to give the most robust and efficient simulations. 
  
Information relating to SPH nodes that are density limited or automatically deleted from the 
calculation is written to the ident.log file. It is recommended that you study this file to ensure that the 
level of particle deletion is acceptable. 
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Chapter 6. Post-Processing 
The results of calculations carried out using the SPH processor can be interrogated in exactly the 
same manner as the Lagrange processor of AUTODYN-2D & 3D. All post-processing features have 
been implemented including 
 

Grid plots 

Material location 

Material status 

Velocity vectors 

Contour plots 

Profile plots 

Time history plots 

 
SPH particles are plotted as circles with diameter equal to smoothing length except for velocity 
vector plots in which case the diameter is half a smoothing length. 
 
When using the profile plot option, the data is plotted unsmoothed by default. 
 
When examining SPH particles, the cursor picks the particle whose center is nearest to the cursor. 
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Chapter 7. SPH Data and Files 

1. SPH User Variables (Version 3.1 Only) 
 
In version 3.1 of AUTODYN-2D & 3D, the SPH processor uses some variables that are not used in 
other processors. To facilitate the storage, plotting and examination of these variables, they are 
stored as user specified variables. These user variables must not therefore be used elsewhere in 
User Subroutines when the SPH processor is used. This does not apply to AUTODYN version 4 
software due to its dynamic memory allocation. 
 
The additional variables are: 
 
 

AUTODYN-2D SPH v3.1 
VAR08 : Smoothing Length 
VAR09 : Vorticity 
VAR10 : Cutoff radius (only required for impact/separation 

interface) 
VAR11 : Density on previous cycle 
VAR12 : Number of neighbors 

 
AUTODYN-3D SPH v3.1 
VAR06 : Vorticity XZ 
VAR07 : Vorticity YZ 
VAR08 : Vorticity XY 
VAR09 : Smoothing Length 
VAR10 : Cutoff radius (only required for impact/separation 

interface) 
VAR11 : Density on previous cycle 
VAR12 : Number of neighbors 

 
 

 
The above variables must be specified as Save variables (Global, Options, UserVar, SaveVar 
option. If the user creates a new zero file, or loads an AUTODYN-2D or 3D model, which contains 
an SPH subgrid, the software will automatically name the necessary SPH user variables and make 
them Save variables. 
 
Additionally if the user requires time histories of SPH variables they must be set as History variables 
(Global, Edit, Variables option) at the start of the calculation. 
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2. Save Files 
 
The relationship of the AUTODYN-2D v4.1 and 3D v3.1 software save files with respect to other 
recent general release AUTODYN-2D and 3D save files is described below: 
 

AUTODYN-2D
v3.0

AUTODYN-2D (SPH Beta)
v3.1

AUTODYN-2D
v4.1

Load

Update
Update

Not Allowed

AUTODYN-3D
v3.0

AUTODYN-3D
v3.1

AUTODYN-3D v4.1
(future release)

Load

Update
Update

Not Allowed
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Chapter 8. Known Problems and Limitations 
 
SPH is still a relatively new technology and as such it is still evolving and is an active area of 
research. We believe, based on the performance of the developed software and through 
discussions with other researchers in this area, that the algorithms implemented in AUTODYN-2D & 
3D SPH are state-of-the-art.  Furthermore, we have been able to carry out SPH simulations which 
have proved difficult/impossible to solve by other researchers.  Nevertheless, there remain a 
number of issues which the SPH technology must face.  The known limitations of the Standard SPH 
technology are now summarized. 
 

Under certain conditions, the SPH algorithms can become “unstable”.  This instability 
usually arises either at boundaries or when particles are unevenly spaced.  The instability 
can be seen in practical calculations when pairs of particles clump together and separate 
from their other neighbors.  The fundamental cause of the instability is currently being 
researched. The instability is usually a local phenomena which does not continue to grow 
and thus dominate the overall solution. In other words the so-called instability of SPH is 
not an instability as it is normally understood. 

 
The consistency of the SPH algorithms involving the Kernel estimate depends on the 
following relations 

Wdx
V

′ =∫ 1  

and 
∂
∂
W
x

dx
V

′ =∫ 0  

For a fully surrounded SPH particle, the discrete approximations to the Kernel and its 
derivative (Chapter 2) are consistent with the above.  However, for an SPH particle that 
lacks neighbors or its neighbors are unevenly distributed, the above relations are no 
longer satisfied and the Kernel estimates of functions and their derivatives can be in error.  
One obvious place in which an SPH particle will not be fully surrounded is at a free 
surface. 

 
3. The consistency of the SPH equations, and thus the local stability, rely on there being a 

sufficient number of neighboring SPH particles that contribute to the Kernel sums (see (i) 
and (ii) above).  If, under a realistic material flow condition, particle J becomes separated 
by more than two smoothing lengths (particle diameters) from particle I, the contribution 
to the Kernel sum at particle I from particle J reduces to zero.  Particle I and J will no 
longer have a complete set of neighbors and thereby stability and consistency problems 
may ensue.  For example, a material being stretched in one direction and contracting in 
another (constant volume plastic flow) may result in particles being separated beyond the 
2h limit.  Such a phenomena is known as numerical fracture.  The variable smoothing 
length option available in the developed software is aimed at preventing numerical 
fracture but its performance diminishes with increasing anisotropy of the material flow. 

 
The limitations in the current SPH technology may give rise to poor energy conservation.  We 
therefore recommend that users monitor energy conservation (Plots, History, Energy option) to 
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assess the effects of the above limitations on the results of simulations. Also note that for 
simulations including SPH regions the maximum energy error wrapup criteria has been temporarily 
hard wired to a large value of 50%. 
 
Century Dynamics has recently carried out extensive and detailed theoretical studies of the 
Standard SPH methodology and new “improved” meshless/meshfree continuum dynamics 
methodologies published in the literature over recent years. This work is ongoing, and is likely to 
result in further improvements to the existing SPH processor. In addition further developments are 
planned so that much more generalized problem definitions can be made: This will incorporate the 
definition of more complex geometries in 3D and more flexibility for particle packing in 2D and 3D. 
 
Century Dynamics does not view SPH as negatively as several other researchers in the field. This 
view is based on theoretical findings that are too detailed to be discussed here. We have found that 
SPH, when properly applied, provides a reliable and experimentally validated numerical technique 
that provides advantages not found with other methods. Contact Century Dynamics directly if you 
wish to have this point clarified or would like more information. 
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Chapter 9. Example #1 - AUTODYN-2D SPH 
 
An example to demonstrate a typical procedure for setting up a problem using the AUTODYN-2D 
SPH processor is now described. 
 
We wish to model a hard round nosed steel projectile impacting a ceramic armor which is backed by 
an aluminum plate as shown in Figure 9-1. 
 

800 m/s
10mm

φ10mm

Steel

10mm 5mm

Ceramic
Aluminum

60mm

 
 

Figure 9-1  Example Problem 
 
During the impact event both the penetrator and ceramic undergo severe deformation. We will 
therefore model these two regions of the problem using SPH. The aluminum backplate, meanwhile, 
only experiences relatively small deformations hence we shall model this component using a 
Lagrange subgrid. 
 
The AUTODYN-2D v4.1 functions in exactly the same manner as other general release version of 
AUTODYN-2D with the exception of the SPH pre-processor. In this example we shall therefore only 
demonstrate the features directly related to the SPH capability. Users should refer to the general 
release software documentation for guidance on the use of standard features and processors. Also 
note that on-line help information is always available through the F1 function key. 
 
To start the exercise, we first Load the file SPHEX1. 
 
You will note that the aluminum backplate has already been defined and filled with aluminum. You 
should verify this through a material location plot (Modify, View, Material, Location, Grid). 
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Also note that steel, ceramic, and aluminum materials have already been defined in the model. The 
details of the material models should be reviewed (Modify, Global, Material, Review). In particular, 
the cumulative damage model has been used in conjunction with a Mohr-Coulomb strength model 
to model the degradation of material strength with straining. 
 
We shall now complete the model setup by defining all the SPH regions in the problem. 
 
STEP_ 1 SPH regions should be defined in a single subgrid. From the Modify menu we therefore 

chose Subgrid and type the new subgrid name “SPH”. 
 
The outline geometry of the SPH regions of the problem must first be defined using geometrical 
objects. The number of objects that are used to represent the SPH regions depends on the 
geometrical form of the regions and the type of packing which is required for each region. In this 
instance we shall define three objects as shown in Figure 9-2. 
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800 m/s
10mm

Nose
Radius 5mm
(Concentric)

Steel

10mm

Ceramic
(Rectangular)

30mm

Case
(Rectangular)

Figure 9-2  SPH Objects 
 
STEP_ 2 Select Geometry and define a new object by selecting Object. We are now required to 

enter an object name and a color to plot the object. Type “CASE” <enter> and select 
color Blue using the <spacebar> and <enter>. We are now presented with a number of 
possible ways of defining the object (see below). We shall choose Box and enter the 
data shown below. 
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The object “CASE” is now plotted on the screen. Each polygon point is labeled with it’s sequential 
number and the name of the object is shown at the center of the object geometry. 
 

 

STEP_ 3 We will now define the projectile nose geometry. Select Object and type the new name 
“Nose” <enter> and select the plot color Cyan using the <spacebar> and <enter>. For 
this object we shall first define the outer radius of the nose using the arc option and 
complete the object definition using the XYPoint option. 

 

 
STEP_ 4 Select Arc and enter the required input data: 
 

Origin: x: -5.0  y: 0.0 
Radius:  5.0   
Angle:  90.0   
Start angle:  0.0   

 
 Note that a quarter circle could have been used here instead of an arc. 
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STEP_ 5 To complete the “Nose” object we will now define the lower left corner. Select XYPoint 
and New to add a new polygon point after the last polygon point defined. Enter the co-
ordinates of the new point as shown below. 

 

 
 You will now notice that you are requested to input the co-ordinates of the next new 

polygon point. In this instance, we do not wish to create any more new points hence we 
press <ESC>. 
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STEP_ 6 We have now completed the “Nose” object. To view both the “Case” and “Nose” objects 

together we go back to the objects menu <ESC>, <ESC> and select View. 
 

 
 
STEP_ 7 We now need to define an object to represent the ceramic. Press <ESC>, select Object 

and type “Ceramic” <enter> and select Yellow using the <spacebar> and <enter>. 
Select Box and enter the data: 

 
 XMIN: 0.0 XMAX: 10.0 
 YMIN: 0.0 YMAX: 30.0 
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STEP_ 8 Now view all objects in the model, <ESC> View. 
 

 
The geometrical outline of the SPH regions is defined, we must now allocate material and initial 
conditions to each object and pack with SPH particles. 
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♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

STEP_ 9 Press <ESC>, <ESC> to go back to the Subgrid menu and select Fill. Choose Pack and 
enter the data in the pop-up menu shown below: 

 

 
 
 For each object we specify whether we wish to pack the object in the current operation 

and which material set name to use for the material and initial conditions which are to be 
assigned to the SPH particles created within each object. In the above entries we have 
therefore requested that: 

 
Objects “Case” and “Ceramic” are to be packed during the current operation 

Objects “Case” and “Nose” are assigned a material set called “Steel 800” 

Object “Ceramic” is assigned a material set called “Ceramic” 
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STEP_ 10 We are now required to define the material set data for “Steel 800”. Enter the data 
shown below 

 

 
 Note that if the material set had been defined previously (Fill, Mat.Cond, Add/Mod) then 

this data would not be requested. 
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STEP_ 11 We are now required to define the material set data for “Ceramic”. Enter the data shown 

below 
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STEP_ 12 We are now asked to define the resolution and packing type for the SPH particles to be 
generated within objects “Case” and “Ceramic”. The following data should be entered. 

 

 
 
 A particle size of 0.5 will result in ten SPH particles being placed inside the steel case in 

the radial direction. We are going to use the same resolution in the ceramic. It is often 
good practice to use similar, if not the same, size particles in all SPH regions. 

 
STEP_ 13 We are now required to input the co-ordinates of the seed location (starting point) for the 

packing operation. In this instance we will accept the default values calculated by the 
software. These relate to the location of the polygon point, within the last object being 
filled, with the minimum x and y co-ordinates. Press <enter>, <enter>. 

 
 The chosen seed point location is now plotted on the screen along with the objects 

selected for packing. 
 
 Reply Yes to accept the chosen seed location. 
 
 The code now automatically packs the selected objects with SPH particles. When this 

process is complete, the trial SPH particles are plotted on the screen as green circles of 
the specified diameter. Again select Yes to accept the trial SPH particles. 

 
 The final SPH particles are now plotted as hollow red circles. 
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 Note that the total number of SPH particles that currently exist in the subgrid is shown in 

the top right hand corner of the header. Additionally, further packing information is given 
under the Fill, Review option. 
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STEP_ 14 We now need to pack the penetrator “Nose”. Select Pack and enter the data shown 
below: 

 

 
 Note that objects “Case” and “Ceramic” are designated as “Filled”. This cannot be 

changed through the Pack menu. To refill objects the user must first delete the SPH 
particles that already exist within the object (Fill, Delete, InObject). 

 
STEP_ 15 Enter the following packing information 
 

Particle Size : 0.5   
Seeding Type : Co-ordinate   
Packing : Concentric   

 
 Accept the default center for the concentric packing, press < = >, Yes and accept the 

trial SPH particles generated within the “Nose” object, Yes. 
 

Note that the seed point for concentric packing defines the center for the concentric 
rings of particles, not the location of an actual particle. 
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STEP_ 16 We should now review the SPH regions which have been created. Select View and plot 

all SPH particles using Gridplot. Plot the material location and velocity vectors using 
Matplot and Vecplot respectively. 

 

 
We have now generated the required SPH regions. Boundary conditions and Target points could 
now be specified if required. In this example we are not going to use either of these features. 
 
The definition of the SPH subgrid is now complete. 
 
STEP_ 17 During the calculation, we require the SPH regions to interact with the aluminum 

backplate which is represented using a Lagrange subgrid. Return to the (Global, 
Subgrid, Join, Interact, View) menu and select Interact then Lag/Lag. To active 
SPH/Lagrange interactions, we are only required to define a gap size. Select option Gap 
and type 0.25 <enter>. Although this gap size is not used for SPH/Lag interactions, it is 
currently a requirement that the specified gap is admissible. The option Check should 
therefore be selected. The actual gap used in the calculation corresponds to half the 
smoothing length of any local SPH particle that is interacting with a Lagrangian surface. 
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STEP_ 18 We have now completed the problem setup and should go to the top level menu and 

Save the model. Note that the required Global parameters such as the Wrapup time and 
Save frequency were defined in the original version of the model. 

 
 Select Execute to run the calculation. 
 
 During execution, the cycle number, total time, current timestep, I and J index of the cell 

controlling timestep and the associated subgrid number are displayed, as for other 
processors. You will note that the I index of  SPH particles is always 1. 
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The deformation and damage contours at the wrapup time of 0.02msecs are shown below.  Note 
that the F5, Mirror option has been activated. 
 

 
 
The example problem setup is now complete. 
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Chapter 10. Example #2 - AUTODYN-3D SPH 
 
An example to demonstrate a typical procedure for setting up a problem using the AUTODYN-3D 
SPH processor is now described. 
 
We wish to model a hard round nosed steel projectile impacting a ceramic armor which is backed by 
an aluminum plate as shown in  Figure 10-1  3D SPH Example Problem. 
 

50mm

40mm

5mm

10mm

45o

Aluminium

Ceramic

Steel Projectile:
 15mm Long
 10mm Diamater
 5mm Spherical Nose

 

 Figure 10-1  3D SPH Example Problem 
 

 
During the impact event both the penetrator and ceramic undergo severe deformation, we will 
therefore model these two regions of the problem using SPH. The aluminum backplate, meanwhile, 
only experiences relatively small deformations hence we shall model this component using a 
Lagrange subgrid. 
 
The AUTODYN-3D v3.1 software functions in exactly the same manner as AUTODYN-3D v3.0 with 
the exception of the SPH pre-processor. In this example we shall therefore only demonstrate the 
features directly related to the SPH capability. Users should refer to the general release software 
documentation for guidance on the use of standard features and processors. 
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To start the exercise, we first Load the file SPHEX2. 
 
You will note that the aluminum backplate has already been defined and filled with aluminum. You 
should verify this through a material location plot (Modify, View, Material, Location, Grid). 
 

 
Also note that steel, ceramic, and aluminum materials have already been defined in the model. The 
details of the material models should be reviewed (Modify, Global, Material, Review). In particular, 
the cumulative damage model has been used in conjunction with a Mohr-Coulomb strength model 
to model the degradation of material strength with straining. 
 
We shall now complete the model setup by defining all the SPH regions in the problem. 
 
STEP _ 1 SPH regions should be defined in a single subgrid. From the Modify menu we therefore 

chose Subgrid and type the new subgrid name “SPH”. 
 
The geometry of the SPH regions of the problem must first be defined using 3D geometrical objects. 
The number of objects which are used to represent the SPH regions depends on the geometrical 
form of the regions. In this instance we shall define three objects: the ceramic, the cylindrical case of 
the penetrator; and the spherical nose of the penetrator. 
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STEP _ 2 Select Geometry and define a new object by selecting Object. We are now required to 
enter an object name and a color to plot the object. Type “CASE” <enter> and select 
color Green using the <spacebar> and <enter>. The penetrator case is cylindrical hence 
we shall choose Cylinder and enter the position and size data shown below. Note that 
we take advantage of symmetry on the xz plane hence the half cylinder option is 
selected. 

 

 
 Now enter the orientation of the cylinder principal direction in the second pop-up shown 

below. Note that the cylinder is inclined by 45 degrees to the x-axis. A point on the axis 
of the cylinder (the principal direction) relative to the origin of the cylinder has local co-
ordinates (1,0,1). 
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Now select View to plot the object representing the case. Note that the object principal 
direction is plotted by default. This arrow can be toggled on and off by selecting the 
Direction option. The grid which is plotted on each object is for visualization purposes 
only. 
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STEP _ 3 We will now define the projectile nose geometry. Press <ESC> and select Object. Type 

the new name “Nose” <enter> and select the plot color Cyan using the <spacebar> and 
<enter>. The nose of the penetrator can be represented by a 1/4 sphere. We will initially 
generate the sphere object with it’s default orientation. Select Sphere and enter the 
following data: 

 
Origin:  X 0.0 
  Y 0.0 
  Z 5.0 
Outer radius: 5.0 
Inner radius: 0.0 
Type: 1/4 
11 X-Coord: 0.0 
11 Y-Coord: 0.0 
11 Z-Coord: 1.0 
Rotation about 11 0.0 

 
 Select View 
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STEP _ 4 We will now rotate the sphere to point in the correct direction. This is achieved through a 

90 degree rotation about its principal direction. The right hand screw rule is used to 
define the direction of rotation . Select Sphere and accept the current origin and size 
input by pressing <=>. Enter the sphere orientation data as follows: 

 
11 X-Coord: 0.0 
11 Y-Coord: 0.0 
11 Z-Coord: 1.0 
Rotation about 11 90.0 

 
 Select View 
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STEP _ 5 The final position of the nose is obtained by orientating the sphere principal direction to 

be perpendicular to that of the cylinder object. Press <ESC> and Select Sphere and 
accept to current origin and size input by pressing <=>. Enter the sphere orientation 
data as follows: 

 
11 X-Coord: -1.0 
11 Y-Coord: 0.0 
11 Z-Coord: 1.0 
Rotation about 11 90.0 

 
 Select View once more to confirm the position of the projectile objects. 
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Note that Steps 3 to 5 could have been carried out in a single step. 
 
 
STEP _ 6 We now need to define an object to represent the ceramic. Press <ESC>, select Object 

and type “Ceramic” <enter> and select Blue using the <spacebar> and <enter>. Select 
Box and enter the data: 

  
X-min: -30 
X-max: 20 
Y-min: 0 
Y-max: 20 
Z-min -10 
Z-max 0 
  
11 X-Coord: 0 
11 Y-Coord: 0 
11 Z-Coord: 1 
Rotation about 11 0 

 
 
 
 
 
STEP _ 7 Now we press <ESC> and select View to confirm the position of all the objects in the 

model. 
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The geometry of all the SPH regions is defined, we must now allocate material and initial conditions 
to each object and pack with SPH particles. 
 
STEP _ 8 Press <ESC>, <ESC> to go back to the Subgrid menu and select Fill, Mat.Cond. To 

define the ceramic material and initial conditions select Add/Mod. Enter the name for the 
material condition. Type “Ceramic” <enter> and then select the data shown below using 
the <spacebar> and <enter>. 
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STEP _ 9 To define the projectile material and initial conditions select Add/Mod. Enter the name 

for the material condition. Type “Proj” <enter> and then select the data shown below 
using the <spacebar> and <enter>. 
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STEP _ 10 The material condition definitions are now complete and we wish to pack each of the 

defined objects. Press <ESC> and select Pack. For each object, assign a material set 
using the <spacebar> and <enter> as shown below: 
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STEP _ 11 We are now asked to define the particle size. This defines the resolution for the 

simulation. Type “1.0” <enter>. 
 
STEP _ 12 To confirm that the packing has been successful, Select View and Materials. We are 

now asked if we wish to plot with the grid. Select “Yes” by pressing <enter>. 
Visualization of SPH models is usually best if the grid is plotted. However, for very large 
models this may not be the case. 
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Note that the total number of SPH particles which currently exist in the subgrid is shown in the top 
right hand corner of the header. Additionally, further packing information is given under the Review 
option. 
 
We have now generated the required SPH regions. Boundary conditions and Target points could 
now be specified if required. Boundary conditions are applied by selecting a region of SPH nodes 
interactively through a general region picked on the screen. Target points can be created by 
specifying their global co-ordinates. In this example we are not going to use either of these features. 
 
The definition of the SPH subgrid is now complete. 
 
STEP _ 13 During the calculation, we require the SPH regions to interact with the aluminum 

backplate which is represented using a Lagrange subgrid. Return to the (Global, 
Subgrid, Join, Interact, View) menu and select Interact then Lag/Lag. To active 
SPH/Lagrange interactions, we are only required to define a gap size. Select option Gap 
and type 0.5 <enter>. Although this gap size is not used for SPH/Lag interactions, it is 
currently a requirement that the specified gap is admissible. The option Check should 
therefore be selected. The actual gap used in the calculation corresponds to half the 
smoothing length of any local SPH particle that is interacting with a Lagrangian surface. 

 
 
 
STEP _ 14 We have now completed the problem setup and should go to the top level menu and 

Save the model. Note that the required Global parameters such as the Wrapup time and 
Save frequency were defined in the original version of the model. 
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 Select Execute to run the calculation. 
 
 During execution, the cycle number, total time, current timestep, J index of the particle 

controlling the timestep and the associated subgrid number are displayed, as for other 
processors. You will note that the I and K indices of all SPH particles are always equal 
to 1. 
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The deformation at 300 cycles is shown below. 
 

 
The example #2 problem setup is now complete. 
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